CASE  6

- **Signalment:** “Indiana”, 14-year-old mare mixed breed horse.

- **History:** vague and sporadic lameness, difficult to localize.
CASE 6

- Front limbs:
  - Interesting abnormal IRU
    - Left radius-multifocal - high IRU in mid diaphysis
    - Right radius - proximal diaphysis – moderate IRU
    - Right humerus – moderate IRU proximal and distal diaphysis / metaphysis
  - Less interesting abnormal uptake
    - LF proximal P1 and distal MC3
    - Proximal palmar cortex of the right MCIII
    - RF pastern
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- Hind limbs:
  - Interesting abnormal IRU
    - Left femur-distal cortex: moderate IRU
    - Left tibia- proximal cortex: moderate IRU
    - Right tibia – distal cortex: moderate IRU
    - Left stifle: moderate IRU
  - Less interesting abnormal uptake
    - Bilateral pasterns and P3
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Final Diagnosis

- The multifocal long bones lesions are consistent with enostosis-like lesions (ELL)
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